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President’s Message 
 

I am happy to announce that we have done a 

great job with the Howard Banta Alarm Clock Chapter 

Newsletter.  I believe that all the hard work done by 

many of our members has made this a great Newsletter. 

In this issue there are contributions by Charles 

Lindquist with an article on how to take hands off an 

alarm clock.  I have tried this, and it works great. And, 

another longtime member, Joel Sarich, has introduced 

one of his most unusual alarm clocks.  You will enjoy 

his article also. 

In addition to these two members, I would like 

to thank Dennis Sagvold for his many articles and 

interest in alarm clock collecting which he has 

generously shared with us. 

I would like to encourage more members to 

send ideas for articles and possibly their own articles 

to either the Editor Bob Linkenhoker or myself so that 

we can help publish them. 

In addition to thanking Charles, Joel, and 

Dennis for their articles I would also like to thank 

member John Koepke for sending me photos of alarm 

clock pages from a 1925 Catalog that he just acquired. 

We have printed his photos and included them with 

this Newsletter as a Supplement. Hope you enjoy this 

Supplement. 

Kevin Osborn from the National has sent me an 

address link to our Chapter’s site making it much 

easier to locate old and new newsletters on our 

computers. You will find this address link on the upper 

left-hand corner on the cover page of the Newsletter. 

The address is  Chapter178.nawcc.org . 

When trying this address just copy it in the far upper 

address bar or URL bar of your browser.  Not in a 

SEARCH window. After you have put this in that 

upper bar, press ENTER and it should take you to the 

HBACC website in the NAWCC website.  If you are 

having a problem, please contact me at my email 

address phylathome@hotmail.com or call me at 916-

952-4961. 

          Vince Angell 

This newsletter contains material from: 
Dennis Sagvold 

Vince Angell 
Charles Lindquist 

Joel Sarich 
Chris St Dennis 

My thanks to all who send material. 
Bob Linkenhoker 
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EDITOR’S NOTE:   

Remember that there will be no newsletters 

unless the members of Chapter 178 send me 

information and pictures.  I am sure that you 

all enjoy reading and looking at the various 

pictures in this and the other newsletters 

produced for this Chapter.  Just remember 

unless you help there: 

 WILL BE NO NEWSLETTER 

E-mail to rlink3@juno.com or mail to: 

Chapter 178 

7186 Calico Circle 

Corona, Ca. 92881 

 

ERRATUM 

Dennis Sagvold has reported an error in the 

last newsletter.  The patent date on his 

Blinking Eye Clock should be 2 Dec 1894 not 

2 Dec 1984. 

mailto:phylathome@hotmail.com
mailto:rlink3@juno.com


 
 

Kathy Lindquist is working on placing items that her late husband left 

into the hands of those who would appreciate them, 

 

One of these is a box of various Westclox boxes. Vince has indicated he 

already has these boxes, but perhaps other chapter members would like to 

have them. 

 

I would be happy to send them out at no cost (other than the recipient 

perhaps paying mailing costs)  

 

If interested 

Please Contact Charles Lindquist at 

gvrunner99@yahoo.com 

 
 

mailto:gvrunner99@yahoo.com


Removing Alarm Clock Hands By Charles Lindquist 
 

   Since I got re-infected with an interest in alarm clocks (thanks to Vince!) almost all of the 

small number of alarm clocks I have are in running order.  Until I got this blue Monitor 

Bell-on-the-top tin can. Broken time mainspring. 

   I would like any clock in my small collection to be in running order.  Maybe not good 

enough to return to a paying customer with a one-year guarantee, but good enough to run 

for a day or a week and more or less keep time.  In the 1960’s when I did trade clock repair 

for two years, I would always shudder a bit when a 1940’s vintage Big Ben or Baby Ben 

would show up.  Once the hands and dial were removed, we would clean the assembled 

movement in an industrial L & R clock cleaner machine, big brother to the familiar L & R 

Watch cleaner.  The barrel springs were removable, and it was a decent cleaning job.  The 

fear factor was getting the hands off without bending the collar, or otherwise marring them.  

We had “professional” hand pullers, but they didn’t seem to work so well here.  We used a 

pair of diagonal cutters with a notch in both sides and hoped for the best.  Worked pretty 

well then, the clocks were newer, and I had better strength. 

   So fast forward to today, the object blue alarm clock.  It’s manufacture date was 07/25/28 

(marked on the inside of the plate so you really had to want to see it).  Ninety-three years 

old and both the alarm and minute hands well stuck on, welded with the oxidation of the 

years.  This clock did not have a removable barrel spring, so the movement had to come 

apart and that meant the hands must come off. 

   Dozing one night, a possible solution came to me.  If I could hold the other end of the 

minute hand shaft gently in a vice, could I use an end nipper to remove the hand and not 

bend anything?  Worked like a charm! Each hand popped off without any marring or 

damage. Since then, I have begun to use the end nipper as my preferred hand removal tool 

and highly recommend it! 

 

   
 

  



   
 

 
The clock disassembled 



Joel Sarich 
 

   Here’s an odd one!  A style one Bingo!  Notice the fancy 2, 5, and 7 on the dial. The 

movement is dated 10 18 20.  It is a straight “repeater” alarm clock with no way to make 

the ring steady, much like the later Big Ben Loud Alarms.  The movement is just like the 

Big Ben movement of the period.  Note the little alarm shut off lever at the top of the 

clock.  It acts directly on a peg mounted right on the ratchet part of the alarm lever.  

When the alarm is shut off the hammer is held tight against the bell.  The movement lugs 

which mount the movement directly to the back of the case seem to stick out more on this 

model than the model 1A Big Bens. This particular clock is also lacking its “Ring “at the 

12 position on top of the clock. It would take a slightly smaller one than the peg leg Big 

Ben. 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/311415639274068/user/100004285266227/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZXjn3qdHBKuUaHljRFh4G2vniK0YRIlw0dIWIcJ7npOCO43wKaSol_weltYKkX5OVXT5d5A9aP4tsKO9jKZ7zb9FK2ADry3Yn6ZYJ1OETBGbItA1IUhodPO2FoKFqG2P3c5f4hbOH74CCf810N6Fb5D&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R


    
 

 

   
  



When You Think You Have Seen Them All, 

Another One Shows Up! 
By Vince Angell 

 

I have been collecting Parker Alarm Clocks for about 30 years.  Not only 

Parkers but also the earlier company of Parker and Whipple.  In these 30 years 

I have seen what I thought were almost all the models.  This includes the models 

in some of the Parker catalogs that I have never seen at all.  

Looking through eBay a couple of months ago I saw a very interesting 

alarm clock which was described as a Parker Alarm Clock.  After looking at the 

picture the dial did say Parker.  They were asking $49.00 plus shipping.  Rather 

than buying it at that point I just put it on my “Watch list”.  I had not seen this 

model before, and it seemed to be extremely unusual.  Within an hour I was sent 

an email asking me to purchase it for $38.00 plus shipping.  With a stroke of my 

finger I hit the “Buy It Now” button.  Five days later it was at my doorstep. The 

clock was missing the bell on the back but I had a spare bell that I took off of a 

junker.  Interestingly enough it did not fit the rotary hammer but appeared to 

be a much larger bell. I had noticed on the back that there was a round wear 

mark close to the edge of the case.  This measured 3-1/2 inches in diameter.  

Within an hour of looking for bells I found one on eBay that I thought might be 

a perfect size.  And as it turns it was perfect! Not bad for $10.00. 

On the next page is the clock that I purchased.  I have NEVER seen this 

model before!!   The first thing you should notice is that the front glass and bezel 

have a hinge on it.  There also are no alarm or time setting knobs on the back. 

By opening the glass door, you have to manually turn the time hands and also 

the alarm hand.  The most unusual things I thought this clock had were the Time 

and Alarm winding holes.  They both take a regular clock key to wind and the 

spring was very heavy that I assumed because of that and its weight, IT WAS 

ALSO AN 8-DAY! 
 

Turn The Page and Enjoy The Pictures! 
 

 

  



 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  
 





 
These two Catalog Pix are from Dennis Sagvold 



FOR SALE 
 

The following 3 clocks are offered for sale by Chris St.Dennis. 

If you are interested in any contact her at chrisstdennis@yahoo.com  
 

 
  

 
WESTCLOX BUNKIE ALARM 

        $35 OBO 



    

      
PARKER ALARM IN THE MISSION STYLE 

$75 OBO 



 
 

     
Black Mantel with an Alarm Feature 

$65 OBO 

 
 

 


